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Indian Oil CorpChartered Tanker With 2
Million Barrels of Oil
Catches Fire Off Sri
Lanka

An oil tanker loaded with 2 million barrels
of Kuwati crude sailing toward the
Paradip refinery caught fire on morning
of 3rd Sept 2020, off Sri Lanka’s coast,
raising concerns about an oil spill.

Pasadena Residents
Wake Up To Smoke
After Fire At Nearby
Refinary

An oil tank caught fire at Chevron
Refinery in Pasadena on 18th Aug 2020.
The East Harris County community alert
system, known as CAER, issued an
update before 6 am. That it discovered
the fire on an oil tank in the northeast
corner of the property near the Houston
Ship Channel.
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Dear Readers,

The Centre of Excellence (CoE) in Industrial
Greetings for the season…

Safety at SRICT has inched forward with the help

We are happy to share 2nd Issue of Safexcellence.

of professionals from Gexcon (Norway and India)

We are thankful to your overwhelming response for

and experts from UPL Ltd.

the first issue and sharing your valuable views and

The participants of the CoE have successfully

worthy suggestions.

completed the FLACS Foundation certification

Fire incidents in Surat, Kurkumbh, blast in a gas

training program. We congratulate them. Expert

plant at Bengaluru, toxic-flammable-gas-blast at

from Gexcon, UK, Mr. Gary Pilkington conducted

Vadodara residential society, accident occurred in a

Virtual capacity building sessions on “Process

Tarapur pharma-drug factory while transporting the

Safety Management in Managing Hazardous

reactive fluid from the reactor are but a few incidents

Chemicals & Processes” for Directorate of

juxtaposing in print media, and many others in air

Industrial Safety & Health (DISH) and GPCB

through social media suffocating common man

officers jointly with, Government of Gujarat &

while reading, are sending poignant warnings to

Centre of excellence, Shroff S R Rotary Institute

professionals about planning and operations at the

of Chemical Technology (SRICT) sponsored by

one end and indicating dire need of training for

UPL.

safety at the other.

Wishing you safe and healthy days ahead!
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Boisar Factory Gas
Leak Leaves 6 Workers
Ill

At least six workers took ill on 7th Sept
2020 after being exposed to a toxic gas
that leaked from a factory in MIDC
industrial estate in Boisar, Palghar. An
officer at the Boisar MIDC fire station
said the gas leaked from a tank of the
factory containing formaldehyde.

Centre of Excellence-Process Safety at SRICT conducted a program
for DISH officials on Process Safety Management by a Gexcon UK PSM
expert, especially with reference to Hazardous Chemicals Management
in Chemical Industry. The program was truly well received, and I am
sure has added value in terms of DISH officials for
better
implementation on Process Safety Management. I truly welcome this
endeavor wherein Regulatory Agency, Academia and Industry
collaborated extremely well in capacity building on PSM in Gujarat,
Chemical hub of India. Please continue this endeavor of yours to
spread the awareness and knowledge on making Gujarat an incident
free and safer state.

Shri. P. M. Shah (DISH, Gujrat)
Managing Hazardous Chemical Reactions

Oil Tanker Topples On
Mumbai- Pune
Expressway
Thanks to all for setting the historic webinar “Make India Safer While Make
in India” .

Mr. Shakeel Kadri (Executive Director & CEO, CCPS, AIChE)
Shri. P. M. Shah (DISH, Gujrat)

A multi-axle oil laden tanker toppled on
the downward slope near Khopoli exit in
the Bhor ghat while heading towards
Mumbai
along
MumbaiPune
expressway on 7th Sept 2020, around 12
noon.

Series of Process Safety Management Training
Program For DISH / GPCB Officials by UK Trainer

Seven Killed In Blast At
Firecracker Unit In
Tamil Nadu
Ensuring Process
Safety in Design- Basic
Requirement

Hazardous Chemicals
Management & PSM

Seven women, were killed and two
workers critically injured in an explosion
at a fireworks factory in Kattumannarkoil
on 4th Sept 2020. Four who were injured
were rescued from the debris by the
locals and admitted to a hospital here
and two succumbed to the injuries.

Mr. Gary Pilkington
Managing Hazardous
Chemical Reactions
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FLACS Foundation Certification Examination

FLACS-CFD

FLACS is a 3D-CFD advanced tool for performing engineering calculations to predict reliable

Explosion, Fire & Dispersion Modelling
Software. Our powerful industry-leading
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software simulates the dispersion of
hazardous materials, fire and explosion
with results that you can trust.

detectors and pre plan the mitigation measures. It improves overall plant safety and reduce the project

consequences of Fire, explosion scenarios. These results are used in designing to optimizing gas & flame

cost.
The course on FLACS is conducted and certified by GEXCON-Norway though hands on training with the
required quality standards. Following CoE members have successfully completed the FLACS -Software
training and Certification Examination in the month of September 2020.

FLACS-EFFECTS
EFFECTS is easy-to-use, cost-effective
software that helps safety professionals
calculate and analyze the effects of
release, fire, explosion, etc. scenarios
and develop the appropriate prevention or
containment protocols.

FLACSRISKCURVES
RISKCURVES
presents
calculation
results in a range of ways, from the
physical effects of the individual
scenarios to the resulting iso-risk curves,
FN curves for societal risks and risk
ranking reports.

Training on FLACSEFFECTS and
RISKCURVES

Plant Visit to UPLUnit-5 by CoE
members

Currently the CoE member are undergoing training

The

on FLACS EFFECTS and RISCURVES. This

participants the perspective of plant layout and

training is aimed at introducing the principles of

congestion. This enhanced actual visualization

consequence modelling and risk analysis. The

and helped in geometry designing using the

consequence modelling using EFFECTS gives an

FLACS.

plant

visit

was

planned

to

provide

overview of all the models available within the
software: release, pool evaporation, fire, explosion,
dispersion, damage, and combined models.
RISKCURVES

software

introduces

to

the

calculation of individual risk and societal risk. This
course

comprises

Risk

Analysis

theoretical

background that is fortified with multiple practical
exercises.
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Emission From Phillips
Carbon Black, Palej

In last issue of SAFEXCELLENCE, we discussed ‘Elements of Process Safety Management’. It
explains 17 elements for analysing disasters for the probable cause/s. The 13th element – Conduct
of Operation explains human factor as one of the important root causes, observed in most of
The Phillips Carbon Black Ltd. Company
of Palej emitted carbon into air which
struck on people’s homes, vehicles and
clothes on 3rd Sept 2020. The hands and
feets of locals also turned black, which
proves to be dangerous to health.

catastrophes that are analysed. This article defines human error and categories that can be used
to identify solutions to human performance issues. In subsequent issues, it will examine the
relationship between conduct of operation/ operational discipline (COO/OD) and common
performance

programs

(behaviour-based

programs,

antecedent-behaviour

consequence

programs, and human performance technology). Human factors issues underlie from

Bhubaneswar: CNG
Station Blowout Near
Raj Bhawan.

management leadership to implementation, through COO/OD system development.
Human error is often recognized as being a contributor to incidents and accidents, however, very few
organizations are able to proactively manage this. Human error is influenced by human behaviour and
thus is the very essence of the field human factor.

What Is A Human Error?
Human errors are gaps or differences between acceptable and actual behaviour or performance. For
example, If the procedure specifies that the flow rate should be set at 45 to 55 litres per minutes, then it
Bhubaneswar: A loud explosion ripped
through a petrol pump station near Raj
Bhawan in the State capital. As many as
three fire tenders have been pressed into
service to douse the flames at the spot
after a huge fire spit out from the spot
following the explosion.

would be a human error to set the flow rate to any value outside the specified range.
The table below shows some examples of typical human errors, might be present at a facility. Most of
these errors do not result in immediate consequences, however they are still considered human errors.

Gas Leak In Aarti
Industries, Jhaghadia

A major gas leakage was reported in the
plant of Aarti Industries, a chemical and
pharmaceutical
intermediate
(API)
manufacturing company located at
Jhagadia GIDC in Bharuch district on 14th
Sept 2020. Sources said the incident
occurred at around 3 pm during transfer
of 3,4-dichloroaniline chemical into the
storage tank from the plant.
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Fire At Ongc’s Hazira
Plant

SAFEXCELLENCE

In the 1st Issue of SAFEXCELLENCE, SRICT CoE has selected 17 process safety elements and
A fire broke out at the Oil and Natural
Gas
Corporation’s
Hazira
gas
processing plant, in Surat district on
24th Sept 2020. The fire broke out in
the inlet gas terminal after three
massive blasts at 3:05 am The
compressed gas was depressurized to
bring the fire under control.

based on these, shall attempt to analyze disaster for the probable cause/s. SAFEXCELLENCE
team will collate data of major accidents took place during the month and will publish the missing
process safety element/s in the news letter.

Minor Blast In
Bengaluru Gas Power
Plant

A "minor" explosion was reported at a
370 MW gas power plant of the staterun Karnataka Power Corporation Ltd
in Bengaluru early on 2nd Oct 2020,
leaving 15 persons injured, including
two critically.

Major Fire Breaks Out
At Chemical Factory In
Kurkumbh Industrial
Cluster

A major fire broke out at a chemical
processing factory located in the
industrial cluster at Kurkumbh, off
Pune-Solapur Road, in the early hours
of 1st Oct 2020. As the unit had been
storing many types of solvents, which
are highly flammable, the fire went on
spreading for a while across its
premises.

Explosion occurs at
Florida chemical
facility

An explosion occurred at a chemical
facility in Florida, US, on 8th Sept 2020
in a storage area for an isopropyl
alcohol-based solution.The explosion
occurred at the FAR Chemical facility
in Palm Bay at around 10:30 am.
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Two Employees Die In
Accident At Telangana
Chemical Factory

142 fatalities in last 10 months averaging more than 14 deaths per month! It’s an alarming statistic by
any standard. This further strengthens the public perception of chemical industry as a dangerous and highly
Two employees at chemical factory in
neighbouring Sangareddy district died in
an accident on 19th Sept 2020. The two
employees included a manager and an
engineer, who were involved in carrying
out some welding work to a structure
where gas is stored after being produced
from waste material and they climbed the
structure during the process.

polluted industry. This is the high time we as a chemical industry think out of box and take some drastic steps
to change the perception and reduce the incidents. There is an increased emphasis on chemical process
safety as a result of highly publicized accidents. Public awareness of these accidents has provided a driving
force for industry to improve upon its safety record.
The chemical industry is one of the safest industries, but its safety record in the eyes of the public domain has
suffered. Perhaps this is because sometimes when there is an accident in a chemical plant, it is spectacular
and receives a great deal of attention. The public often associates the chemical industry with environmental

Toxic gas from drainage
triggers blast, two hurt

and safety problems, which result in a negative image of the industry.

Six Stage Total Safety Solution Model :

Two persons suffered burns when toxic
gas accumulated in the bathroom of a
house. The blast in Madhukunj Society
on 9th Oct 2020 late evening shook many
houses in the neighbourhood. The
poisonous gas emanating from the
drainage pipe was accumulated as there
was no proper ventilation in the bathroom
and when the occupants switched on the
bulb a minor spark must have happened
and the gaas acted as a fuel.

One Dead In Ammonia
Gas Leak At Goa
Factory
SRICT – CoE has developed a new model called Total Safety Solution (TSS). It has a unique concept of
accommodating not only the elements of process safety management (PSM) in practical but merging it with
Evacuation, Escape and Rescue (EER) concept by developing a video training. Taking outcomes of CFD
based consequence analysis and animating it with advanced virtual reality (VR), for training to employees and
members of rescue team will undoubtedly help reducing the time element to control the (undesirable and
One worker died and four others were
critically injured after ammonia gas
leaked in a seafood processing unit at
Cuncolim industrial estate in South Goa
on 9th Oct 2020. One worker died after
inhaling ammonia gas that leaked on the
premises of the plant. Four others were
admitted to a hospital.

unplanned) event sequence and reducing the severity of consequence. Thus, the TSS will ensure achieving
all three goals of saving human life, environmental damage and assets.
We, at CoE have come up with a new concept of Common Facility Centre (CFC) which will have common fire
hydrant system with operating staff and fire-engine, medical Centre with staff and ambulance, Central Safety
Training Centre and Common Rescue Squad (CRS). Chemical companies can come together to form a
Cluster Chemical Safety Facility (CCSF). This will not only reduce the financial and operating burden on
individual units for maintaining the facility but strengthen the mitigation measures to control the (undesirable)
disasters too.
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For More
information
About Total
Safety Solution
Model, Contact
Us

CoE UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
FLACS-CFD V.20 Training program by Norwegian
trainer Dr. Franz Zdravitsch (Principal Engineer /
Chief Training Officer, Gexcon) to CoE Members

Process Safety Management Training by UK
Trainer to Statutory Authorities Mr. Gary
Pilkington Principal Process Safety, GEXCON UK
Ltd

IChemE Accredited Process Safety Management
Foundation Course

Training programme on Process Safety
Management

(Sc an QR Co de)
Or

Mr. Pratik Shinde
(B. D. Manager, Gexcon)

Signing MoU with Directorate of torate
of torate of
Industrial Safety and
Health (DISH)

+919619690740

Assisting Industries In Implementation Of
Process Safety Management

pr ati k. pr abhakar. shi nde@
gexcon. com

PSM Consulting Assignments To
Medium/Large Chemical Companies

CoE Newsletter Editorial Board

CoE Newsletter Editorial
Board
Dr. Omprkash
Mahadwad (Professor - SRICT)

Mr. Piyush Shah (Head-Health & Safety, UPL Ltd.)
Mr. Prakash Dandwate (General Manager, Gexcon India)
Prof. Shrikant J. Wagh (Principal, SRICT)

(Contact :+918975033066)
Dr. Kalpana Yeole (Research Scientist, Gexcon India)

Mr. Govind Keshavrao Patil
(Process Safety Engineer, Gexcon India)

Juily Pawaday
(Chemical Engineering)
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